Charted position (Where is IB?)

The conference is held in IB School gate
Charted position (IB-201)

- Registration
- Keynote Speeches
- Section 1A
- Section 2A
- Section 3A
- Section 4A
- Section 5A
- Section 6A
Charted position(1B-607)

- Section 1B
- Section 2B
Charted position(IB-607)

• Section 3B
• Section 4B
Charted position(IB-607)

• Section 5B
• Section 6B
Charted position (IB-Area B)

- Reception
- Banquet
913 Oolong tea from TenRen’s TEA: (Available all times)

TenRen’s TEA established at Kaohsiung in 1953. It is the first professional tea public company. All of TenRen’s TEA pass FSSC, ISO, HACCP, which are international quality certification. Hence, when you drink tea from TenRen’s TEA, you don’t need to consider about pesticide residues problem. Just enjoying a cup of tea!

Pineapple cake from Sunny Hills: (morning tea at 12/18)

Try Sunny Hills! Then you will get the best pineapple cake experience. Using local pineapple, eggs from healthy-feeding chicken, nature butter to make a pineapple cake. It has a better taste when you eat pineapple cake with tea. It will neutralize sweet from pineapple cake and you can get another pineapple cake! (From Nantou, Taiwan)

Eggroll from Fu Yishan: (afternoon tea at 12/18)

Fu Yishan first hand-made eggroll in 1977. Nowadays, companies always make eggroll with the machine because they want to cost-down. However, Fu Yishan found that the taste from hand-made is better than the taste of the machine. You have to line up at the scene to buy if you want to have it. (From Chiayi, Taiwan)

Sun cake from Tai Yang Tang: (morning tea at 12/19)

The are two key-points that why so many people love it. First of all, it has a thin cover with maltose. Secondly, it has a melting taste in your mouth. Tai Yang Tang is established in 1954 in Taichung. The sun cakes made from Tai Yang Tang have high quality due to hand-made and quality-assure. Hence, it is one of the must-buy specialty in Taichung.

Black tapioca balls from 216 Black tapioca balls King:

This is a popular snack at Taiwan in winter. They use black tapioca balls, peanut, taro, soya bean, etc. The customer said: "When I first ate, I was thinking about when to eat again next time."

Ox-tongue-shaped cake from Lao Yuan Xiang: (morning tea at 12/20)

Ox-tongue-shaped cake gets the name just because it looks like ox tongue. Ox-tongue-shaped cakes are made from flour, icing sugar, water, etc., and roll them into the dough. Then fry or bake the dough. The difference between Ox tongue-shaped cake from Sun cake is Ox-tongue-shaped cake has a crispy taste. Lao Yuan Xiang also has half a century of history and pass five generations until now. (From Ilan, Taiwan)